3591 Brown Lane, Thermopolis, WY 82443
Horseworkswyoming.com
ride@horseworkswyoming.com
307-921-9555

Vacation Application Form
Scan or photograph completed form and email to us!

Name: ____________________________________________ DOB: ________________________
Address: _________________________________________________________________________
Phone(h,w,c): _____________________________________________________________________
Email: ______________________________________ Experience level: _______________________
(No experience necessary)
Please write a few sentences explaining why you are interested in Vacationing on a Horse and Cattle Ranch
indicating that you understand that this is a rustic, guest ranch, not at expensive dude ranch, as well as being
off‐grid, and as such is without amenities such TV, internet, texting and other digital media. Please
acknowledge that you have reviewed the Packing List and understand that you need to bring your own
sleeping bag, pillow and other personal items, including a riding helmet. You will participate in deciding the
calendar of on‐ranch rides and off‐ranch activities after your arrival with other guests in your group. All guests
will be expected to participate in all activities. If you have goals you would like to accomplish while on
vacation here, we would like to know what they are so we can discuss with you whether they are realistic.
Please be candid with yourself and with us about your abilities, expectations and limitations.
The price includes only on‐ranch activities. You need to budget for off‐ranch events and activities (See
website for recommendation). Travel insurance is recommended in case you must cancel your trip for any
reason (See Refund Policy).

REQUIREMENTS for a Ranch Vacation

Guests must be eighteen years of age or older or be accompanied by an adult. In a ranch
environment, riding is a hands‐on activity. Vacation applicants should indicate by signing
below your willingness and ability to endure the physical activity of horseback riding, and
acknowledge that schedules are flexible due to weather, grass and livestock conditions and
Wyoming weather, which can range from cold to hot to windy to rainy to snowy, often in a
short period of time. Some activities (such as moving cattle) are seasonal and may not be
available during your visit.
Responsibility rests with the Guests to observe our policies and take advantage of the
opportunities at hand. Ranch policies will be reviewed in detail as part of the in‐depth
orientation upon your arrival at the ranch.
Your insurance must cover extensive horseback riding and may be invalid if you do not wear a
riding helmet. Helmets are required for minors and are strongly recommended for all riders,
so bring your own. In compliance with the Certified Horsemanship Association
recommendations, a helmet release MUST be signed if you are 18 years of age or older and
choose not to use a helmet on the ranch, whether within the vicinity of the corrals or while
horseback.
The undersigned, a participant and visitor to HorseWorks Wyoming, LLC, acknowledges that
he/she has read and agrees to the above and is aware of and advised of the Laws of the State
of Wyoming and the United States with regard to the use of alcohol, illegal drugs, and other
items which may lead to substance abuse. The undersigned agrees that he/she will abide by
the terms of said Laws and will not violate the conditions thereof. In the event that the
undersigned is suspected to have violated this requirement he/she may be asked to leave the
program at HorseWorks Wyoming, LLC and will immediately vacate the premises at his/her
own cost and expense and without being entitled to a refund. For your safety and protection,
the ranch also has a strict no alcohol/no illegal drugs policy, which must be respected at all
times. Anyone failing to observe this rule will be asked to leave the ranch immediately, with no
refund.
Dated: ______________________________________
Signed: _____________________________________

